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ABSTRACT. Let R be a constant
matrix of functions representable

forms

for

N XN

as absolutely

matrix and g(t) an ATX AT

convergent

t > 0. The paper gives sufficient conditions

the system y = (R + g{t))y

Laplace-Stieltjes

trans-

for certain solutions of

to be expressed as Laplace-Stieltjes

transforms or as

linear combinations of such transforms with coefficients which are powers of t.

1. Introduction.

This paper deals with A^th order linear differential equations

N-l

(1.1)

ifu

+ Z [a/ + g,Q)]D'u = 0,

where Du = du/dt = u',

7=0

and with first order systems of dimension yV,

(1.2)

/=

[A+g(t)] y,

where Oj is a (complex) constant in (1.1) and A is a (complex) constant
NxN
matrix in (1.2). In (1.1) or (1.2), we assume that g¡(t) or g(t) is
representable as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform

(1.3)

g,(t)=JV^.fs),

G/+ 0) = G;.(0)
= 0,

or

(1.4)

g(t)=f~e-stdG(s), G(+0) = G(0)= 0,

absolutely convergent for Re t > 0 and satisfying

O-5)

/J+o s-y\dGfi)\<°°,
i

or
(1.6)

¡+QS-*\dG(s)\

<oo

for a suitable constant y > 0. We consider the problem of the representation
of certain solutions in terms of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms.
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First, our results can be interpreted as a generalization of the theory of
regular singular points since the case where gy(f) or g(t) are power series in
z = e~* (i.e., dG, or dG are atomic measures with support on the positive
integers) corresponds to a regular singular point at 2 = 0. Second, they provide
sharpened variants of known results in the theory of asymptotic integrations.
Finally, our results can be considered as a contribution to the theory of the
representation of solutions in terms of definite integrals, a theory important to
the study of solutions "in the large".
Our results imply the following theorem for the Mh order equation (1.1):

Theorem 1.1. Let PN(k) be the polynomial
N-l

(1.7)

PJ = ^ + 7=0
If

For a fixed real number t, let

(1.8)

{a(1), •", HK) } = set of distinct zeros of PN(k): Im X = r,

0-9)

ReX(l)<--- <ReX(7f),

(1.10)

e(ft) = multiplicityof zero X = X(ft) of PN(K),

(1-11)

E(k) = e(l) + ••• + e(ft) and E(0) = 0.

Let the coefficient functions gfi) be representable as Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
(1.3), absolutely convergent for Re t > 0, satisfying (1.5) for

(1.12)

y>m(i),

where m(i) = max[e(l), •••, e(i)], •

for some i, 1 < i < K. Finally, let S > 0 be arbitrary if i = 1, and 0 < S <
min[X(2)-X(l), •••, X(z)- X(z- 1)] if i> 1. 77zezz,
for v = 0,---, e(i) - 1,
(1.1) has a solution u = u(t) representable in the form

(1.13)

u = e^*

{tv + fw(t) + f +£(,'-1)>v0(i)},

where w{t), w°(t) are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the form

(1.14)

w(t) = J6oe-stdW(s), W(0)= W(+0) = 0, w°(t) =j"e~stdr^(s),

absolutely convergent for Re t > 0, and

(1.15)

f

s-7+m(/>|<iK'(s)|<
°°.

The exponent v + E(i - 1) in (1.13) is suggested by the theory of regular
singular points. Our results also imply the following theorem for the first order

system (1.2).
Theorem 1.2. Let the constant matrix A be similar to the Jordan matrix
J = diag[/(X(l), e(l)), •••, J(K(M),e(M))], where /(X, e) is an e x e Jordan
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block with X ozz the diagonal and 1 ozz the superdiagonal. For a fixed real

number r, let

(1.16)

{X(l), •••, X(/Q} - subsetof {X(ft)}: Im X(ft)= r,

(1.17) ReX(l)=--- = ReX(Ä'1)<ReX(/i:i + 1) = ••• = Re X(K2)< — ,
where K0 = 0 <Kl

< ••• < Kn = K,

(1.18) e(Kt + 1)> e(K¡ + 2)> ••• > e(Ki+l)
(1.19)

for i = 0, •••, ft - 1,

£(0
« e(l) + c(Jf. + 1) + ••• + e(A-,
*'*'"*!
' i. + 1)
/or z'= 1, •••, fz azzi/ £"(0) = 0.

Let the N x N matrix g(t) be representable as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform
(1.4) absolutely convergent for Re / > 0, satisfying (1.5) for

(1.20)

7 > ™(0> where m(i) = max[e(l), •••, e(K¡)]

for some i, 1 < i < h. Finally, let 5 > 0 be arbitrary if i = 1 uzzcY0 < 5 <
min[k(K2) - \(Kl),•••, X(A-(.)
- X(Kt_x)] if i > 1. 77zezz,
for K¡_, < zz<
A',- azzci v = 0, •••, e(zz) - 1, (1.2) hqs a solution representable in the form
(1.21)

y = eHn)t

¿

PíiÍm + ^w(r) + tv + EU-l)w0(t){

t

where w(t) and w°(t) are N-vectors representable as Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
(1.14), absolutely convergent for Re t > 0 and satisfying (1.15), while p^ isa
constant vector and pv # 0.
Theorem 1.1 is contained in Theorem 1.2 which in turn is implied by
Theorem 2.1 below. For additional properties of the solutions (1.13) and (1.21)
in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, see Corollary 2.1.
The simple case A = 0 of Theorem 1.2 and certain cases of N = 2 of
Theorem 1.1 go back to Wintner, cf. [7]-[9].
For z = 1, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
are contained in sharper results of Hartman [3] and D'Archangelo [2], respectively. For z> 1, D'Archangelo [2] gives results in which fw + tv+E(-'~l)w° of
(1.13) and (1.21) is replaced by fw, where w = w(t) is a Laplace-Stieltjes
transform

w(t) = /"

(1-22)

e~stdW(s), W(0)= W(+ 0) = 0,

j"+or7+m('>|cwooi
< °°-

These results (corresponding to the absence of certain "logarithmic terms" in the
theory of regular singular points) are proved under assumptions including

dGfi) = 0 or dG(s) = 0 for 0 < s < X(z)- X(l) or 0 < s < \(K.) X(l). The proofs in [2], [3] involve successive approximations.

In the
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first parts of the proofs, the convergence of the integrals for large Re t is easily
established, but the second parts of the proofs for their convergence on Re t > 0
are more complicated and involve majorant equations or systems. Below, we prove
the simple Lemma 2.1 which implies that actually the second parts of the proofs
are not needed for the proofs of the statements of the theorems (in contrast to a
statement concerning the convergence of sucessive approximations).
In §8, we apply Theorem 1.1 above (or rather Theorem 2.1 of [3]) to
Bessel equations to obtain new integral representations for the Hankel functions
H^\ Hff~* similar to those of Whittaker [6]. When these are combined with
the technique of § 11 of [3], we obtain some apparently new functional relations
for the Legendre functions.

2. Main theorem. In the first order system

(2.1)

y'=[J

+ g(t)]y

of dimension

(2.2)

N = e(l) + ••• +e(M),

let / be a constant matrix in a Jordan normal form, say

(2.3)

/ = diag[/(X(l),e(l)), ■••, J(\(M),«00)1>

where J(\, e) denotes an e x e Jordan block with X on the diagonal and 1
on the superdiagonal.
If y isanJV-vector,we

write y = (yx, "m,ym)

where yk = (yk, •'•,yek^~l)

is an e(ft)-vector. We caäyk the ftth block of y and y^ the (ft, k)Üi component
of y. In terms of components, (2.1) can be written
M c(m)-l

(2.4)

yKk= Hk)yKk+yKk+1+ Z

m=l

Z

M=0

*i*(rK

for ft = 1, •••,M and k = 0, •••, e(ft) - 1, where j>*<fc>
= 0, and g%™(t) are
the entries of the N x N matrix g(t) with row index (ft, k) and column
index (m, /i).
We shall let 1* denote the A^-vectorwith (ft, K)th component 1 and all
other components 0. Put

(2.5)

«*-£©■» Èlî^/fr-IOl.
M=0

so that %* is an TV-vector,its (zzz,ju)th component is 0 if zzz¥=ft and its
ftth block is (tK/K\, ík-1/(k - 1)!, •••., 1, 0, •••, 0).
Assumption (A) In the system (2.1), i.e., (2.4), let the functions gkm (t)
be representable as Laplace-Stieltjes transforms

(2.6)

gKkm{t)=fQe-stdGKKm{s),
G^(0) = G^(+0)

= 0,
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absolutely convergent for Re t > 0. For a fixed real number t, let

(2.7)

(X(l), • • •, \(K) } = set of eigenvaluesof J: Im X = r

enumerated as follows

ReX(l) = -- = ReX(/s:i)
(2.8)

< Re X{Kt + 1) = ••• = Re \(K2) < Re \(K2 + 1) = •••,
e(Kj + l)>e(KJ + 2)>->e(Kj+1)

(2-9)
for / = 0, •••, h - 1 and KQ= 0,Kn= K.
We define
£"(/)= e(l) + «(£,+ 1) + — + e^K^ + 1)
(2-10)
and z'(ft) is defined for k= !,••',K
(2.11)
so that 1 < z'(ft)< /z.

for i = 1, •••, h and £"(0)= 0,
by

Km_1<k<KKk),

Theorem 2.1. Let Assumption (A) hold. Let 1 < i < h and assume that

7(ft) > 0 /or ft = 1, —, M zzzzd-yíft)> e(k) for ft = 1, —, K{,

(2.12)

J

S-^fc)kiG^(s)|< oo.

Let S¡ > 0 />earbitrary if i = 1 zzzzd

0 < 6, < min[X(tf2)- X^), —, X(/Q- XI*,..,)]
if i > 1. 77zezz,
/or zz= 1, •••, iST,-arwcfz;= 0, •••, e(zz)- 1, there exists a

solution y=y(t)

(2.13)

of (2.1) of the form

y(t)= «WttJCfl + *X(0 + t"+^'-1>w;0(i)},

where the {k, K)th components w^,w^°
of the N-vectors w£, w",0 are
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, absolutely convergent for Re r > 0, o/ f/zeform

(2.14)w-(0=/oS'("V^It/-(S)) and 1^0

=J~(n)V~W*Z°(s)'

such that WKknv
(0) = W™ (+ 0) - 0,

(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)

J .-TW+'Wy^WK«.
J+oS-7(fc)+e(fc)-Ky^n
/

(s)| < «, for tf.^

s-7(fe>|£f^(s)|<oo

for k = 0, —,e(ft)-

1.

/or 1 <ft <*,(„)_,,
< ft < *,<„>,

for Ki{n)<k<M,
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Remark.
is relaxed to

The proof will show that Theorem 2.1 remains valid if (2.12)

(2.18)

J ¿-7W+««-«-» [dGKm
(j)) < ^

for 1 <ft <Kx, while (2.12) is retained for Kx <k<M.
Unless the contrary is stated, it is assumed that in any Laplace-Stieltjes
transform, say x(t) = ¡^ e~stdX(s), the determining function X(s) is a complex
valued function (or vector with complex valued components or matrix with
complex valued entries) which is locally of bounded variation on 0 < s < °°,
continuous from the right, and satisfies X(0) = X(+ 0) = 0.
Below we consider the determining functions Wk" (s) and Wl"°(s) in

(2.14) to be defined for 0 < s < <*=,
where WKknv
(s) = Wß (Si(nf 0) for
s>8i{n)

and W££°(s) = 0 for 0<s<S/(n).

It will be seen that arguments

of [3] and the proof of Theorem 2.1 imply
Corollary
2.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.1.
(i) // 0 < A < 6/(n) and the functions GKkm(s) in (2.6) satisfy
dGKkm(s) = 0 for 0 < s < A (< 6/(ll)) when m = 1, —, Ki(n)_l and /z.=
0, ■• -, f?(zzz)
- 1, or m = n and ß = 0, • • •, v and arbitrary (ft, k), then
dWKknv
(s) = 0 for 0 < s < A for all (ft, k, zz,v).
(ii) 77zediscontinuities of the functions Wk" (s) are contained in the
additive semigroup generated by the discontinuities of G(s) - (G£™(s)).
(iii) // G(s) is continuous [or absolutely continuous or of class C'([0, °°))],
then Wk"(s) is continuous [or absolutely continuous or of class C'((0, °°))].
(iv) If Kx<n<K,
then Wk"°(s) is absolutely continuous on s>0
except possibly for a discontinuity at s = Sl(n).
In proving Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that (2.1) has a solution y(t)
of the form (2.13)—(2.17), where the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms wKkn0(t) are
absolutely convergent for large Re t. Its absolute convergence for Re t > 0 is
then implied by the following lemma and its corollary.

Lemma 2 .1. Let B be a constant N x N matrix, h(t) an N x N
matrix function representable as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform

(2.19)

hit) = j°° e~stdH{s), //(0) = H(+ 0) = 0,

absolutely convergent for Re t > 0. Let z(t) be a solution of

(2.20)

z = [B + h(t)\ z

representable as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform
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Z(0) = Z(+ 0) = 0,

absolutely convergent for large Re t, where z(°°) is a constant vector. Then
the integral in (2.21) is absolutely convergent for Re t > 0.
The change of variables

(2.22)

2 = ye-XMtrv~E,

where E = E(i(n) - 1),

in (2.1) transforms (2.13) to

(2.23)

z(t) = %(t)/tv+E + wXtyt* + <° (f)

and (2.1) into (2.20), where

(2.24)

B = J - X(zz)/ and h{t) = g(t) - (v + £)//f.

Since for Re « > 0,

(2.25)

ra =J"Vîfsa_1 ds/Tfa) =[~ e_îfii[sa/T(l + a)]

is absolutely convergent for Re t > 0, the first two terms on the right of (2.23),
up to an additive constant, and h(t) in (2.24) are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms,
absolutely convergent for Re / > 0. Thus Lemma 2.1 has the following
consequence.

Corollary
2.2. Let Assumption (A) hold and let (2.1) have a solution
of the form (2.13)—(2.14), where the integrals in (2.14) are absolutely convergent for large Re t [or more generally of the form

(2.26)

X0 = eM")f{«(0 + f+**îH0h

where E>0

(2.27)

and w"! (t) is representable as a Laplace-Stieltjes transform

w"vl(t)=f~e-stdWnl(s),

absolutely convergent for large Re t]. Then the integrals in (2.14) [or in (2.27)]
are absolutely convergent for Re t > 0.
3. Notation and preliminaries. In addition to the conventions introduced
above that, for any Laplace-Stieltjes transform

(3.1)

x(t)=fce-stdX(s),

the determining function X(s) is locally of bounded variation on s > 0 and
satisfies X(0) = X(+ 0) = 0, we always assume that (3.1) is absolutely convergent
on some half-plane Re t > const. We shall say that

(3.2)

7>0

is admissiblefor x(t) or X(s) if -'f+ 0 s~y\dX(s)\< «.
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Proposition
transforms

3.1. Let x(t), y(t)

(3.3)

x(t)=j~e-stdX(s),

absolutely convergent for Ret>T.

be representable as Laplace-Stieltjes

y(t)= /V"czT(s)
Then the product x(t)y(t) is representable

as a Laplace-Stieltjestransform

(3.4)

x(t)y(t) À"e-stdZ(s), where Z(t)=ftX(t-s)dY(s),

absolutely convergent for Re t>T.

5>0,

e>0,

Furthermore,

f+os-6\dX(s)\<°°„ and f+()s~e\dY(s)\
<<*>

(3.5)

*f+0s-S~e\dZ(s)\<~.
Proof . The first part of this proposition is standard. Only the implication
(3.5) has to be verified. Suppose first that X and Y have continuous
derivatives, so that Z has the continuous derivative

Z\t)=Çx'(t-s)ns)ds.
• 0
Thus we have

J1 s-s~e\dZ(s)\</ôs~5~£/o '*'(* ' r>1^M dr ds
and by Fubini's theorem, the last expression is

/o (fr S~6~WS - r» *) I^W dr

< JJ r£ {£(s - r)~s\X'(s- r)\ ds\ \Y'(r)\dr.
Consequently
(3.6)

¡lo s-6-e\dZ(s)\ < (/oXr-*\dY(r)\) (j¡ *-5\dX(s)î) < -,

and so (3.5) holds. It is clear that this inequality holds without any differentiability assumptions on X, Y.

Proposition 3.2. Let (3.1) be absolutely convergent for large Re t.
Then there exists a T such that [l+x(i)]_1
is representable as a LaplaceStieltjes transform

(3.7)

[1 + x(t)]-1 = 1 + /VifÄr0(s),
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absolutely convergent for Re t > T. Also

(3.8)

5 > 0,
Proof.

/

s~6 \dX(s)\< oo •» J+os's \dX0(s)\< °°.

Let T> 0 be large, so that 1 + x(t + T) = 1 +/jr*,e-*2<H:(s)

is absolutely convergent for Re r > 0. Formally,
OO

oo

(3.9) [1 + x(t + 7)]"1 = Z [-*(* + 7-)]fc= 1 +£>"<* Z(- 1)**<%),
7c=0

°

7c=l

where dX^k\s) is the measure (e~sTdX(s)) * • • • * (e~sTdX(s)) obtained by
convoluting e'sTdX{s) with itself ft times. Since /Ô 1^*^)1 <(/0=e_sr 1^)1)* >
it can be supposed that T is so large that the total variation f^e~sT\dX{s)\ < 1,
so that the first part of Proposition 3.2 follows.

In order to verify (3.8), note that by (3.6),

JV5 \dX«\s)\< (Pos-se-°T\dX(s)\)
(f~e->TVX®\)
*~*
for ft > 1. In view of (3.9), this gives (3.8) and completes the proof.

Proposition
3.3. Let w = (wkm(t)), where ft, zzz= 1, —, P, be a
matrix of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms such that ok>Q is admissible for the
off-diagonal elements wkm(t), m¥= ft, in the kth row. Let Y = Ip + w,
where Ip is the unit P-matrix. Then Y = Y(t) is nonsingular for large Re t
and Y~l = Ip + w, where w = (wkm(t)) is a matrix of Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms, and ak is admissible for the off-diagonal elements wkm, mi=

ft, zzzthe kth row.
Proof. It follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that [det Y(t)]_1 =
1 +*(/)> where x(t) is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform, and that Y~l =IP + w,
where w is a matrix of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms.
Note that if k^m, then wk = (- l)fc+m(l + x)xmk, where x
is
the cofactor of wmk in Y. Also, in the expansion of the determinant xmk,
each term contains an off-diagonal element wkn, zz=£ft, of the ftth row.
Hence, ak is admissible for each term in this expansion and, consequently,
for wkm, by Proposition 3.1.
In order to state the next lemma, we introduce some notation. Let x(t)
be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (3.1), absolutely convergent for Re t > T>

0, and let A > 0. Put
(3.10)

x¡A =j~e-*tdXjA(s),

where XjA(s) is absolutely continuous for s > 0 and
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(3.11) dX¡A(s)/ds = esTfo e~rt(s - r/(A - ff'-■ dX(r)/j\ for 0 < s < A,
dXfA(s)/ds = (- 1)'+ VT/V'r(r

- s)'(r - A)-'-ldX(r)/j]

for A < s < ~.

It is easy to verify that (3.10) is absolutely convergent for Re t > T. Note
that the jump of X(s) at s = A, if any, does not contribute to (3.10), (3.11).

Proposition 3.4. Let x(t) in (3.1) be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform
absolutely convergent for Re t > T > 0, ft > 0 zzzzinteger, and A > 0. TTzezz
[* (t - s)keAsx(s) ds/kl
(3.12) JT
= e*\t - T)k+1xkA(t) + cA(f - 7f+1/(ft

+ 1)!,

w/zere cA = X(A) - Z(A - 0) is the jump of X(s) at s = A (so that cA = 0
z/ A = 0).
Proof. It is clear that the last term in (3.12) is the contribution of the
jump of X(s) at s = A to the left side of (3.12). We can therefore suppose
that cA = 0 (i.e., that X(s) is continuous at s = A).
In order to prove (3.12) with cA = 0, we first suppose that dX(s) = 0

for small \s - A|, s> 0. If / is the left side of (3.12), then
r

(3.13)

i

/ =n fT (t - s)VA-r>sds/k\ dX(r).

The inner integral is
k

(3.14)

['"] - - Z (' - 70fc-/e(A-r)77(ft
- /)!(A - ry'+»
/=o
+ e(A-'-)V(A-r)Ar+1.

Hence, we have
fc

(3.15) / = - £ (f - r)^'J
7=0

e(A-'->r(A- r)-/'->dX(r)/(k-j)\+Jx+J2,
°

where

yi = eAf J o e-r(t~T)e-rT(à

- ryk-ldX(r),

J2 = eAtj2 e-r^-T^e-rT(A - r)"^1 dX(r).
Apply integration by parts to Jx to obtain

j% = f *e<A-r>T(A- ryk-ldX(r)

+ eAt(t - T)f*e-r«-T)
Repeated integration by parts gives

\fo e~sT(A- sTk-ldX(s)j dr.
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h = Z (t - Tf-i fAe<A~r>T(A
- ry'-ldX(r)/(k-j)\
7=0

°

+ eAt(t-T)k+1j\-rtdXkA(r).

Similarly

J, =Z (' - n*"7 f " c(A"r)r(A- r)-'-1 dXW(k-iY.
/=o

^ A

+ eAí(í-D*+1/¡e-^JTkA(r).
Thus (3.12) follows from (3.15) and the last two displays, provided that
dX(s) = 0 for small \s - A|, s> 0. The general case follows by approximating

X(s) suitably.
Remark . Note that if dX(s) = 0 for 0 < s < a, then dXkA(s) = 0
for 0 < s < a. This fact will be used in proving the following:

Proposition 3.5. Let x(t) in (3.1) be a Laplace-Stieltjes transform,
absolutely convergent for Re t > T>0,
ft >0 an integer, and 0 < A' < A.
77zezz

f ' skeAsx(s) ds/k\

J T

(3.16)

= eAt Z tk~m(- \)m f * e~rt(A - r)-"1'1 dX(r)/(k - m)\
J 0

m=0

+ eAttk+1xkTAA.(t),

where xkTAA'(t) is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform with determining function

satisfying
(3.17)

dXkTAA-(s)= 0 for 0<s<A'.

In particular, if y is admissible for x(t), then y is admissible for the

coefficient of tk~m in (3.16).
Proof.

Write x(t) = x0(t) + x°(t), where

x0(t) = JA e~stdX(s) and x°(t) = f°°, e"" <tf(s).
Then, by Fubini's theorem, we have

f

skeAsx0(s)ds/k\
k

= eA' Z
m=0

Z-A'

'*~m(- 1)mJ

«""(A - z-rm-' dX(r)/(k - /ft)! + c,
°

where c = c(T, A', A) is a constant. If we write c = eAttk+l(ce~At/tk+l),
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where cé~At/tk+l is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform with a determining function
vanishing for 0 < s < A, we see that the proposition is correct if dX(s) = 0

for $>A'.
In order to deal with x°(t), write

sk/k\ =[t-(t-

s)] */ft! = Z(r - s)m(- l)mtk-m/ml(k - m)\

and use Proposition 3.4 to get

ftskeAsx°(s)ds/kl

J T

(3.18)

= eAt Z tk-m(- \)m(t - T)m + lx«mA/(k - m)\
m=0

+ cA(tk+1-Tk+1y(k

+ i)\,

where x°nA belongs to x° as xmA belongs to x. By the remark preceding

this proposition,dX°mA(s)= 0 for 0<s<A'.
The right side of (3.18) can be
written as eAttk+l times a Laplace-Stieltjes transform with determining function
which vanishes for 0 < s < A'. This completes the proof.
Proposition 3.6. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.5, there exist
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, absolutely convergent for Re t>T>
0,

(3.19)

p(t) = /*'e-stdP(s),

P°(t) = f~ e-itdP°(s)

such that if y is admissible for x(t), then y is admissible for p(t) and

(3.20)

f

Proof.

skeAsx(s)ds/k\ = eAt[tkp(t) + tk+ lp°(t)].

Define P(t) by

k

(3.21)

Z
ro=0

A'

rm(- l)m (

e~rt(A - r)-"1-1 dX(r)/(k - zzz)!= f " e~stdP(s)

J °

J°

and P°(t) by
(3.22)

dP°(s) = 0 or dP°(s) = dXkTAA-(s)+ dP(s)

according as 0 < s < A' or A' < s.

4. Proof of Lemma 2.1. In this section, in contrast to the remainder of
the paper, we allow determining functions to have discontinuities at s = 0.
Thus we can write h(t) in place of B + h(t), and (2.19), (2.21) become

(4.1)

h(t) = f °°e-stdH(s), where H(0)= 0, H(+ 0) = B,
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where Z(0) = 0, Z(+ 0) = z(oo),

JO

while the differential equation (2.20) now has the form

(4.3)
z' = h(t)z.
We can suppose that (4.1) is absolutely convergent for t = 0, and put

(4-4>

C=f"|dW(s)l<00Jo

For otherwise we can replace t by t + e > t and the argument below shows
that (4.2) is then absolutely convergent for Re t > e.

From (4.1)-(4.3), we see that - sdZ(s) = d(H*Z), so that

(4.5)

s\dZ(s)\<df JQ \H(s-r)\\dZ(r)\.

Hence,by (4.4),

(4-6)

J/ r\dZ(r)\< C£ k*Z(r)|.

Consequently, for large s,

J2S
\dZ(r)\<(s- CTlC JOfS\dZ(r)\< 2CT1JOC \dZ(r)\.
JS
Define F(s) = f0\dZ(r)\ for s > 0, so that, for large s, F(2s) < (1 + 2Cs~1)F(s).
If 6 > 0 is arbitrary and s is sufficiently large, then F(2s) < (1 + o)f(s).
Hence F(2ns)<(l
+ 0)nF(s) and so, for large r, F(r) < (const)rlog<1+ô)/log2.

It follows that

f°°e-rt\dZ(r)\ = f°° e~rtdF(r)< oo for 0 0.
This completes the proof.
5. Preparations for an induction. There is no loss of generality in assuming
that X(l) = ••• = X(ä^j) = 0 for the change of variables
(5.1)

V = ex(1>fz

iransiorms (3.1) to

(5.2)

z'=[J-X(l)I

+ g(t)]z,

which is the same type as (2.1) with X(ft) replaced by X(ft)- X(l). The
following result is contained in Theorem 1.1 of [2] :

Proposition 5.1. Let Assumption (A) hold with X(l) = 0. Let e(k)>
0 for k=\,"-,M
and e(k, k) = e(k) + k or e(k, k) = e(k) according as
1 <k<Kt
or Kt<k<M.
Suppose that
(5.3)

f
J+o

s-max[0,e(fc,K+ l)-e(m,M)] |JfJ«m (s)| < oo for all ft, K, ZZZ,
JU,
M
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and that, for some j, 1 < / < Kx,
(5.4)

/

s-e(k'K+l)\dGKk'0(s)\<°°

for all ft, k.

Then (3.1) has a solution y = y*(t)
(5.5)

yf(t)=l'0

+ w0(t),

where the N-vector w'Q has the (ft, n)th component

(5.6)

w&(0=jrV"fiW&(s),

/^s-^^^li/^o^Koo

/or all (ft, k), z'.e.,ft = 1, • • \ M and k = 0, •••, e(k) - 1.
For any zV-vector y, let y = (y^y .Vm) be an/V-vector with components
obtained by a permutation of those of y as follows: J,(n = 0'p "".K,)
is
a /V,-tuple consisting of the (ft, 0)th components of y for k- 1, —, Ki and
^/2\ is an (N - Kx)-tuple consisting of the other components of y. The (ft, zc)th
component y%)k °f -^(2)' where ft = 1, —, M and K = 0, —, e(k) - 1 is
^(2)Zc=>'fc where k=k + 1 or k = k and e(ft) = <?(ft)- 1 or <F(/c)= e(k)
according as ft < zV, or ft > tV, . We also write (zzz,jï) with Jl = ¡i + I or
H = H according as m <KX or zzz> Kx.
If e(k) = 1 for some ft < Kx, then there are no components y12\k of
y,2) and below a// sizc/zindices (ft, k) should be ignored.
Under the linear change of variables y —*y, (2.4) becomes

m -1

(5.7)

M ê(m)-l

+ (l-S,,e0)K2)7+ Z

m=l

*i

Z C^)->

M=0

'"

_

j£)* = Z4oAl)m+WK2)*
m=l

(5.8)

Af

+ (l-5K,e(fe))>'(2+)¿
+ Z

m=l

e(/n)-l

Z

M=0

_

Km

°V J^)™'

where / = 1, —, Kx in (5.7) and ft=l,—,M
and k = 0, •••, e(k) - 1 in
(5.8). Also 7(2)1 = 0 if k = e(ft) - 1, and S^fc is 1 or 0 according as
/ = ft or / ir*ft. For brevity, we can write (5.7), (5.8) in vector-matrix notation
as
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y«)*5IMDfc. +ín(0]y(i) + lAa +^i2(0]>'(2).
(5.9)

y'wm8ii<iïy(i)+ V +*22(01^(3)Here TV is the unit ATj-matrix, the /th component of Jl2y(2)
(* ~ Si,eOp-)'()2)7 for /' = 1, •■'. *"p and

is

7 = diag[/(X(l),ë(l)), —, J(K(M),e(M))}
with /(X(ft), e(ft)) absent if e(k) = 0.
If X(l) = 0 and Proposition 5.1 is applicable for /* 1, —, Kt, then the
Kx solutions y1, —, y^1 can be used to reduce the order N of the system
(5.7)-(5.8). Let

(5.10)

zw=L ,, ,
\^21(0

1

¡n-kA

be a square /V-matrix, in which the first Kx columns are the /V-vector solutions
y1, •",yKi.
Thus, K,j is the square AT,-matrix

(5.11)

r.iCW/c,

+ (w%(t)) for /, ft= 1, .»,*„

and Y2l is the rectangular matrix

(5.12)

Y2l(t) = (w& (0)

for / « 1, .... tV,,

Jfc=l,—, M and k = 0, —, ¡F(ft)- 1. In (5.11) [or (5.12)],/ is the column
index and ft [or (ft, k)] is the row index. It is clear that det Z = det Ku # 0
for large Re z\ For such t, write the inverse of (5.10) as
/ y-.1 (t)

(5.13)

0

\

z-»(0=

, zai--yaiyr,1

\^2i(o

w,/

and /'"j1 is of the form

(5.14)

y-> (0 = IKi+

frk(t))

for /, ft = 1, -,

*|f

where h^ is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform.
Introduce the change of variables y = Z(r)z, that is, F = (¿n), Z(2)) and

(5.15)

y(l) = y„(0Z(i),

J<a)"ir3lC0»o>+*(»>•

Then (5.9) becomes
(5.16)

Z0)=YU

lyi2 +gi2lZ(2)>
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(5.17)

z'(2) = {Z21 [J12 + gl2]

+ 7 + g22 } z(2) =[J

+ g-(t)]z(2);

cf. [4, p. 50]. The matrix g(t) is defined by (5.17): The system (5.17) is of
order N-Kl,

while (5.16) can be solved by a quadrature if a solution z,2^ of

(5.17) is known.

Proposition

5.2. Let Assumption (A) hold with X(l) = 0. Let e(k)>0

and e(k, n) be defined as in Proposition 5.1. Assume that

(5.18)

f

J+o

s-e(-k'K+ 1)\dGKkm(s)\<°°
M

for ft, zzz= 1, —, M and k [or ß] = 0, —, e(k) - 1 [or e(m) - 1]. Tzzezz
Proposition 5.1 is applicable with j = 1, —, Kt and the entries in the matrix
I(t) ~ OTfc™)of (5.17) are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms such that

(5.19)

f+os-^k'K + 1HdGKkm
(s)\ < oo

for k= 1, '",M
Proof.

and k [or ß] = 0, —, ë(k) - 1 [or ë(zzz)-l].

In order to verify the applicability of Proposition 5.1 for ; =

1,.... JTj, note that (5.3)—(5.4)follow from (5.18). In view of the equivalence
of (5.7)-(5.8) and (5.9) and in view of (5.12)—(5.14),we can write the entry
gkm of g in (5.17) as

(5.20)

g™ = Z Kl [cfû+ «;,*] +¿f,
7=0

where c"^ is a constant and tzi^ is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform.
Note that e(k, k) = e(k, k + 1) for all (ft, k), since k = k+1
if k <Kl
and e(k, k) is independent of k for k>Kl.
By (5.6), e(ft, k) = e(ft, k + 1)

is admissible for wk'0 and, by (5.18), e(ft, k + 1) > e(k, k + 1) is admissible
for gkm. Hence (5.19) follows from Proposition 3.1.
The following proposition will not be used below but can be used to obtain

generalizations of Theorem 2.1.

Proposition 5.3. Let Assumption (A) hold with X(l) = 0. Let e(k)>0
and e(k, k) be defined as in Proposition 5.1. Assume that
(5.21)

f

s-ma*[0'e<-k'K+ l)-'À]\dGK™(s)\ <oo

J+o

for 1 < ft, m<Klt

M

(5.22)/

s-max[0,e(*,K + l)-e(m)l|¿GKm(s)|

(5.23)

J*+os-6(k>|dG
^ (s)| < «

< M

fof

j < ^ < ^t

<m

for Kt < ft <M, 1 < zzz< M,

<M,
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and k [or ß] = 0, —, e(k) - 1 [or e(m) - 1]. 77zezzProposition 5.1 is
applicable with j = 1, —, Kl and the entries in the matrix g(t) = (gkm) of
(5.17) are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms for ft, zzz= 1, —, M and k [or ß] =

0, .", ë(ft) - 1 [or ë(m) - 1] and (5.21)-(5.23) hold if GKkmis replaced
by Gkm.

We omit the proof which is similar to that of Proposition 5.2.

6. Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is by induction on the order tV of
the system (2.1). The result is easy if N = 1 (and is contained in [2]). Assume
that tV> 1 and the validity of Theorem 2.1 and the remark following it for
a system of order less than N. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.1 with
(2.12) replaced by (2.18) for k= I, •", Kl. Without loss of generality, it can
be supposed that X(l) = 0 (so that X(ft) is real and nonnegative for 1 < ft <
K and, in fact, positive for Kl < ft < K). Since the case i(n) = 1 is contained
in Theorem 1.1 of [2], we shall suppose that z'(zz)> 1 (i.e., zz> A',). Furthermore, in view of Corollary 2.2, we shall consider only large Re t (and it is
implicitly assumed that all Laplace-Stieltjes transforms below are absolutely
convergent on some half-plane Re / > const).

Let e(ft) = y(k) - e(k) for Kk<Kl

and e(ft) = y(k) for /Ï, < ft <

M. Then Proposition 5.2 is applicable to the system (2.1) and leads to a system
(5.17) of order N - Kl. This system satisfies the analogue of the conditions

of Theorem 2.1 with (2.12) replaced by (2.18) for 1 < ft < Kl. Hence, by the
induction hypothesis, the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold for the system
(5.17). Let a solution corresponding to (2.13) be
(6.1)

Z(2) = •X("),ii;

+ tvifv(t) + t"+Eifv° (/)},

where the (ft, K)th components vk",vKk"° of the N-Kx
are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the form

(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)

vectors v", v%°

„« (i) = tf'e-XdViï (s), C° O =/6" e-stdVi"v°(s),
/

s-T(*)+e(fc)|d^(s)|<-

/+oS-TW+e(fc)-Kk/K^(s)|<°°

for 1 < ft <*,(„)_,,
for *,(„>_,<

ft <Kt{n),

i+0^y{k)\dVknv (s)\ < o» for Ki{n) < ft <M.

Here 0 < ô' < minp^.) - X(Kj- 1)] for / = 2, —, z(zz) [or / = 3, —, i(n)]
if e(Kx) > 1 [or e(Ky) = 1]. Also E=E(i(n) - 1) - 1 since e(k) = e(k) - 1
for ft= I,"«,*,.
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In view of (5.14) and (5.16), z'(1)¡ is e^n)t
¿Qjk+»>j)

'fi — St

,(1
|(*

\ tfV.fln

Sl,e(fc))C
«l,e(k)

(6 6)

times

, tv + E,,OnO \

vkv +t

vkv )

M l(m)-l

+ y
m= l

y

e°1(^n

+íV"

+z

p + 7j jinO \{
vmv

' i ■

/i=0

Since y(k) - e(k) is admissible for the off-diagonal elements wk'0, j ¥=ft, of
the ftth row of Yn, Proposition 3.3 implies that y(j) - e(j) is admissible for
wk = bjk + wk if / i= ft. For the term ft = / of the sum over ft, we use the
facts that e(j, 1) > y(j) - e(j) is admissible for g°1, ft =/, and that e(z) =
y(j)-e(j) is admissible for u0.", ft =/, by (6.3). Also ££"„ is 0 if zzz# zz
or zzz= zz, /j > z> and is /p_M/(i>-jli)! if zzz= zz, ß < v. Thus the last display
is of the form A; + tv+Ev°, where u, u° are Laplace-Stieltjes transforms
suchthat dV(s) = 0 for s>b', dV°(s) = 0 for s<S' and y(\) - e(l) is
admissible for u. Hence
(6.7)

z'=eKW[tvv

+ tv+Ev0].

Since n> Kx implies that X(zz)= X(zz)- X(l) > 0, quadratures and Proposition
3.6 give a solution of (5.16) in which the /'th component z(1). is of the form

(6.8)

z(1)/ = eW[tvv

+ ,"+*('(« z-iy)^

where u, u° are different functions with analogous properties, but with dV(s) =

0 [or dV°(s) = 0] for s>8

[or s<5]

and

0 < Ô < min[S', X(K2)- HK,), —, \(Ki(n)) - X^^,)]
and E(i(n) - 1) = E + 1. From (5.14) and (5.15), we obtain an identical type
i.e., for yj,j = 1, —, Kx. This
implies (2.15) for l<ft<K,
and k = 0.
From (5.12) and (5.15), we have
of formula for the/th component of y^y

yí-Jta)*-r^*(i)/+*(á)*
7-1
for ft = 1, —, M and k = 0, —, e(ft) - 1. Since e(ft, k) is admissible for
vv£0, the formulas (6.1)—(6.5) and (6.8) imply the remaining formulas in (2.15)(2.17), i.e., those for (ft, k) with either k ¥=0 or k>Kl.
This completes

the proof.
7. On Corollary 2.1. The proof is by induction on the order N and depends
on a re-examination of the arguments of the last section. Corollary 2.1 is valid
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for yV= 1 (in fact the case 1 < zz< Kl and v - 0 are contained in Corollary
3.3 of [2]). The cases l<zz<Ä\
and arbitrary v = 0, —, e(zz)- 1 follow
from the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [2] in the same way that Corollary 3.3
follows from the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Assume N > 1 and the validity of the corollary for systems of order N 1. We shall consider only the cases zz> K1.
Assumé the hypotheses of part (i) of Corollary 2.1. Then the validity of
the corollary for zz= 1, v = 0 and the formulas (5.12) show that the system
(5.11) satisfies the corresponding set of hypotheses. Hence the functions Vk" (s)
of (6.1)-(6.2) vanish for 0 < s < A. The arguments leading to (6.7) show that
if F is the determining function for v in (6.7), then dV(s) = 0 for 0 <
s < A. (This depends on the fact that £^1 in (6.6) is 0 if m =£zz or if zzz=
n and ß > v.) The proof of Proposition 3.6 shows that if V belongs to v in

(6.8), then dV(s) = 0 for 0<s<A.
from (5.8), (5.9).

We now obtain part (i) of Corollary 2.1

The proofs of parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) are similar and will be omitted.

8. Applications to Bessel and Legendre functions. The change of variables
v = tl'2u transforms the Bessel differential equation of order ß,

(8.1)

u" + u'/t + (1 - ß2/t2)u = 0

uito the equation

(8.2)

v" + (1 - ß/t2)v ■ 0, where ß = ß2 - 1/4.

Let H^\t),
//^2)(0 be the Hankel functions which are solutions of (8.1)
(so that t1/2^,
tx¡2lfp
are solutions of (8.2)) satisfying

(8.3)

c^H^HO

~ eif,

c2tl'2H<¿\t) ~ C*'

as t —*°°, where
(8.4)

Cj = (7T/2)1/2e±,'("+ </*>»/3 and ± = (-iy'+t.

It follows from Theorem 1.1 (in fact from Theorem 2.1 of [3]) that the
solutions (8.3) of (8.2) have representations in terms of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms absolutely convergent for Re t > 0,

(8.5) cfll2H\l\t) = eiit |"l +f~e~atdW,(s)\ , where ± = (-1)'+1
for / = 1,2. We shall verify the following:

Proposition 8.1. In the formula (8.5),
(8.6)

W.(s) = P(\ + (- l)'+1is) for s > 0,
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where P = Pv(a), v = ß - 1/2, is the unique solution of the Legendre
differential equation

(8.7)

d[(l - o2)dP/da]/da + v(v + \)P = 0,

regular at a = 1 and normalized by P(\) = 1.
In (8.5) and (8.6), we have ^(0) = W¡(+ 0) = 1 (instead of our usual
normalization W,(0) = Wj(+ 0) = 0) so that, in any case, s = 0 does not
contribute to the integral in (8.5). The formulas (8.5), (8.6) are analogous to,

but different from, results of Whittaker [6] (cf. [5, pp. 173-175]).
Proof. For the sake of convenience, consider the case / = 1. Since the
left side of (8.5) is a solution of (8.2), it follows that if w = w¡(t) is the
Laplace-Stieltjes transform in (8.5), then
w" + 2iw -ß/t2-

ßw/t2 = 0.

By Corollary 2.1 of [3], W= Wt(s) is of class C~ for s > 0, so that

1/r2 = f°°e-stsds
J o

implies that

(s2 - 2is)W-ßs- ßf

(s - r)W(r)dr= 0.

Differentiating this relation gives

(8.8)

K*2- 2«)W]' - ß - 0JT'W'(r)dr= 0.

Hence if W is normalized by W(0) = 1, equation (8.8) can be written as

(8.9)

[(s2 - 2is)W']'-ßW = 0.

The point s = 0 is a regular singular point for (8.9) with the indicial exponents
0 and 0, so that there exists a unique solution W(s) (up to a constant factor)
such that W(s) is of class Ll on 0 < s < e. This solution is regular at s = 0
and is uniquely determined by the normalization W(0) = 1. The change of
variables a = 1 + is, W = P reduces (8.9) to the Legendre equation (8.7) with

v = ß- 1/2. This completes the proof.
In view of the relations, /Y*1' = Jß + iYß and //<2) =Jß - iYß, we have

Hll)WP(t) = J\ + y2. Hence,by (8.5),

«02 + y^2=

[l +f~e-°tdW1(s)][l + /V«dK/2(s)] ,

which can be written in the form

(8.10)

ttt(Jl + Y\)I2= 1 + J~ e-stdQ(s),
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where, if Q is normalized by ß(0) = Q(+ 0) = 1,

Q(s)= W^s) +f

W,(s - r)dW2(r) for s > 0.

If this is compared with the relation

nt(J2 + Y2ß)/2
= 1 + J~e~stdP(l + s2/2), with P = f^j/jia),
proved in § 11 of [3], we obtain the following (apparently new) functional
relationship for P = PV:

Proposition 8 .2. For arbitrary v and real s > 0, the Legendre function P = Pv(a) satisfies

(8.11)

P(l + s2/2) = P(\ + is) - i J(S0 P(l + i(s - rW(\ - ir)dr,

where F(l-ir)=

[dP(o)/da)a=l_ir.

We can obtain other functional equations in a similar manner. If vlt v2
is any pair of solutions of (8.2), then the product v = vlv2 is a solution of

(8.12)

v" + 4(1 - ß/t2)v + (4ß/t3)v = 0;

Appell [1]. This is a perturbation of the equation v" + 4v = 0 with constant
coefficients having characteristic numbers 0, ± 2z*. Hence by Theorem 2.1 of
[3], it has solutions representable in the form

(8.13) [c¡t''2H<p(t)]2=ei2it

Ti + f~oe-stdUj(s¡\ .where ± = (-l)'+i,

and the solution (8.10). Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 8.1, we see
that if zz= u(t) denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes transform in the last formula,
then

u'" ± 6iu" - 8«' - 4ßu'/t2
+ [4ß/t3 + 8ßi/t2]u + 4ß/t3 + 8j3z/r2■ 0.

Tliusif U= Uj(s), then
- s(s2 + 6zs - S)W + 2ß (' [(s2 - r2) T 4z(s - r)] Ü(r)dr + 2ßs2 + 8ßis = 0.
J o

Differentiating this relation gives

- [s(s* 4z) (s + 2i)U'] ' + 4ß(s + 2i)U = 0 if £/(0) = 1.
Introduce the new variable o = - 1 - (s T 2z')2/2 = 1 - s2/2 ± 2is and t/ = P
to obtain (8.7). Hence

(8.14)

U = Uj(s) = P[-l-(s

+ 2i)2/2], where * ■ (- l/.

From (8.6), (8.13) and (8.14), we get
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Proposition 8.3. For arbitrary v and (real) s > 0, the Legendre
function P = Pv(o) satisfies the functional equation

P[- 1 - (s + 2z)2/2] = P(l ± is) ± ifP[\
where P>(\ ±ir)=

± i(s - r)]P"(l ± ir)dr,

[dP/da]0=ltir.
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